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The Impact Evaluation staff member with responsibility for production 
of thls report was: 

Clinton Goff, Ph.D. 
L. W. "Bud" Mallett 

Dr. Jim Heuser, Researcher 

Impact Evaluation Unit Coordinator 
Deputy Administrator, Research and Evaluation 

Data collection for this project was provided by Bill Hadley (SPA) and 
Jim l1euser with the assistance of the SOHC staff -- especially Heddy Jo 
Powell and Carla Bowles. We are appreciative of their assistance and 
cooperation in our data collection efforts. 

Special thanks must be extended to the project director, Mr. Ron Jenkins, 
for his continual assistance in interpreting objectives and activities 
for all phases of the project. Ron also provided invaluable help in 
contributing to my understanding of the role and mechanics of out of home 
care in the child care and treatment matrix in Oregon. 

Summary of Findings 

The findings of this first process objective assessment report can be 
summarized under three headings corresponding to the three process 
objectives listed in the modified project proposals: 

1. Increasing the amount of rehabilitative specialized out of home care 
resources for 150 target offenders. 

(a) The preliminary data in this report indicate that between August 
1974 and March 1975, 136 case management clients were referred 
to the SOHC Project for consideration for out of home placement. 
Of this number 65 (47.8%) were placed by the project and 24 
(17.6%) were channeled through the regular CSD system for out of 
home care placement. The 65 placed with the SOHC project represent 
(43.3%) of the projected 150 to be served by the project. These 
data are presented in the body of the report and in Table 1. 

(b) There is some problem with the proposal projection of a "maximum" 
average of nine (9) months in placement, per client in that this 
is technically impossible at this time. 

(c) Data summarizing types of placements developed and their costs 
per client per month are presented in the body of the report and 
in Table 2. A later report will summarize project data on services 
provided these clients by the contracted providers and comparisons 
between previous and current out of home care resources and place
ment experiences. 

2. Develop a screening and placement model which provides, and improves 
the delivery of specialized out of home care services to youthful 
target offenders. 

(a) While the project data and evaluative data documenting the develop
ment of the project "screening and placement" model and the extent 
to which it improves the delivery of "specialized" out of home care 
services is not complete, our preliminary analysis indicates 
that the project has made some progress in establishing and 
routinizing client referral and placement and case monitoring 
procedures. 

(b) Like many other projects delivering human services, the limitations 
of this project to date lie ,in the absence of a well defined schema 
for classifying clients by types of needs and treatment require
ments and a schema for classifying placement providers in terms 
of their capacity to meet certain types of client needs and provide 
treatments identifie1 with these client needs. In the absence of 
such schema for matching providers and clients, the project has 
operated mainly on intuitive and usually partially definite notions 
of what provider and client are best for one another. While one 
is impressed with th~ enthusiasm of a youthful and aggressive 
staff and pool pf apparently very capable providers, there is 
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really little we can document in terms of the matching and service 
delivery procedures as they have existed to date. (This situation 
will change, of course, as data on client and provider types is 
generated by the project and analyzed jointly by project staff 
and the OLEC evaluator.) 

(c) It has not always been clear from project documentation how and 
in what ways the SOHC placements are "specialized." The assumption 
underlying the project is that the one distinguishing feature of 
an SOHC placement is that it is "tailor made" to the specific 
individual referred to the project. In several senses it does 
appear that SOHC placements are unique: (1) There is indeed, a 
greater flexibility for purchase and utilization of services/ 
resources made possible by the different method of contracting; 
(2) an improvement in the quality of SOHC placements over regu~,ar 
ORC placements also is made possible through inter-agency coor
dination of resource development and utilization; (3) a method
ology for joint case planning via the "dispositional teams" 
improves client program development, and (4) by providing continuous 
assistance, support, and monitoring for all placement activities 
the probability is greater that all client care needs can be better 
met. In addition, some attempt is made to select a provider for 
a client according to the case manager's recommendation. Location, 
environment, school, and recreation are important considerations. 

Presently this evaluation can document only the potential for 
these service concepts (above) occurring rather than the reality 
of their occurrence. In addition, the crucial question of what 
services/resources are linked to what clients by need category 
(the best measure of the extent of specialization of placement) 
cannot be answered at this time. 

We propose for future analysis that only valid schemata for classi
fying services/resources/providers and client needs/types together 
with the appropriate data and data analysis (via analysis of variance 
and factor analysis) will establish the extent to which these place
ments are truly specialized. 

3. Assisting provider agencies working with SOHC clients to improve their 
abilities to provide rehabilitative and specialized services. 

To date the attempt to render technical assistance and training to 
providers, has proceeded in somewhat unsystematic but energetic fashion. 
While little documentation exists on identification of individual pro
vider training needs, increasingly more systematic and extensive 
attempts are being made to identify the training necessary for the 
aggregate of providers to operate effectively. Information for assessing 
training is now being gathered. To date the training and assistance has 
been in the following areas: 

(a) Assistance for providers in bookkeeping, record keeping, and manage
ment of various material and non-material resources/services 
(available to all providers on a recurring basis). 
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(b) Assistance in the application of behavior modification techniques -
especially setting up token economies. (Available to all pro
viders on a recurring basis.) 

(c) Red Cross Certificate Training (available to both providers and 
clients). 

(d) Two sessions on the "testing out" or initial phase of a placement. 

(e) Numerous handouts on aspects of provider treatment. 

(f) Field trips to JDH detention and MacLaren-Hillcrest - institutional 
settings. 

(g) Orientation session for case logging, reporting, and interviewing. 

(h) Dr. Michael Ebner's (3) training sessions on diagnosing client 
problems, family patterns, and "game playing." 

(i) Family effectiveness training (sponsored by YMCA). 

Again, the crucial questions which haven't been answered revolve around what 
types of training are needed by what types of providers to work with what 
types of clients to bring about what types of effects. (Of course, the lac;'. 
of precedence for such a project as SOHe is an important consideration here.) 
Answering these questions will be the major task of subsequent reports. 

Note: Assessment of these three (3) process objectives (above) is necessarily 
incomplete at this point in time. This is due mainly to the following 
limitations: 

(1) The incompleteness of project data and documentation at this point 
in the project evolution. 

(2) The unavailability of data collection support from OLEC due pri
marily to a freeze on hiring data coders and interviewers. 

(3) The failure of the project to develop stable and relatively 
crystalized activities and procedures. The state of project 
flux and evolution has compounded both the collection and analysis 
of data as well as the more important development of evaluative 
questions and research hypotheses. 

It is hoped that these limitations can be overcome in subsequent 
reports. 
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Specialized Out of Hom~ Care Project 
Evaluation Report Nb. 2 

Preliminary Process Assessment 

Bri!f De8c~iption of the SOSC Project 

The CSD (Children's Services'Division) Specialized Out-of-Home Care (SOHC),proj
ect has an explicit tie-in to the Case Management Corrections Services (~lCS) 
project in that it is to provide specialized services to CMCS clients who are 
referred to CSD for out-of-home care. Specifically, the project activities are 
to: (1) implement an intake process and residential care unit to provide spe
cialized services to juvenile target offenders; (2) develop a service delivery 
system for such youth through the use of Joint planning and service coordination 
between CSD and the Multnoroah County Juvenile Court. and (3) employ the use of 
a Disposition Team (composed of the CMCS case manager, the SORC resource devel
oper, potential care providers, etc.) to identify individual placement and treat
ment needs and explore alternati~eresources and services. The Disposition Team 
will also track each client through the service delivery system and continuously 
monitor progress and update diagnostic assessments. 

As the SOHC project has evolved it has essentially become a demonstrative, experi
mental type project which attempts to develop a service delivery model and inter
organizational system for more intensively and extensively providing the target 
population (CMCS clients requiring out-of-home care) with specialized (as op
posed to regular; Le., general eSp) alternative out-'of-home care. The spe
cialized out-of-home care envisioned will involve three basic types of services 
as follows: 

1. Intake Services 

These are part of the initial screening, referral, and assessment process which 
facilitates an orderly transition from coun~ to state custody; and which create 
the pre-placement planning, consul ta tion .'ti:t'it'h 1ni't"'1ajJrc1f'~e 'il1\i!l<~a~f:"t:eb~e .:plan'" 
ning essential to efficient utilization of out-of-home care services and re
sources. They are intended also to reduce the amount of time a client might spend 
in detention while a placement is being located. 

2. Placement Services 

These are the direct and indirect services provided by the SORC resource develop
er and the casework services furnished by non-SOHC staff providers on a con
tractual basis. These latter may in many cases be services provided by new as 
opposed to existent resources. In either case, these services are aimed at in
creasing the quality and stability of Specialized Out-of-Home Care placements, 
which should have a behavioral impact in te't'ms of re"duced. ~r-get· pffense inci
dence and recidivism among clieJ..1ts setved by tpe. SO~C ;Un:t't~ ~ ·~t:f1.er, ~hey 
should lead to greate,r:· self dependency on the part of c1ients1i~d~.,eventua~ re
turn to the community. 

3. After Care Services 

These after care or transitional services include a specific plan for insuring 
the coordination of any appropriate after care activities. The rationale for 
effective after care services is inherent in the overall design of the SORC 
Project and its purposes. This rationale is best reflected in the following 
passagl~ from the "Revised SORC Narrativetl : 
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"All planning in terms of referrals to the specialized out of home 
care will be goal specific and time limited. It is seen that the 
primary task of this unit is to provide intensive specialized alter
native care to youngsters who present unique and difficult behavioral 
problems; that the task of the unit is to bring stability in the 
child's life, help him toward more self dependency and prepare him 
either for eventual return home or to alternate placement within the 
broader range of services offered either by the county or by the state. 
It is anticipated that a-youngster not be in the specialized out of 
home care unit more than I~ine months and that the unit accept respon
sibility for coordinating \he after care activities if appropriate. 
The decision for this approach is based on the assumption that many 
youngsters are going to requj.re 2 to 3 years of service either by the 
county or by the state and that if the specialized out of home staff 
were to carry for a long term basis all the cases that were referred 
to this unit eventually their caseloads would escalate and intake in 
specialized services would again be depleted. Many of the problems 
that are inherent i;l large ca3eloads and understaffing would soon 
develop in this unit. With this in mind, it becomes obvious that 
sophisticated case planning be done at the outset of the placement 
in the SOHC unit and that all agents acting within the case plan are 
aware of the plan and are working tow~rd commonly established goals." 

Two types of service providers will be utilized in this project: (1) the SOHC 
resource developer who will provide a minimum of direct services (such as coun
seling) and mostly indirect services (such as liaison work between other per
sonnel providing both direct and indirect services), and (2) the provider agen
cies which provide such casework services as counseling, educational training, 
and supervision of various types. 

Most of the intensive care specialized SOHC placements will be of three main 
types: (1) Group Homes, (2) Foster Care, and (3) the Day Care Center. Con
cisely, then, the overall goal of the SOHC project is to contribute to the 
Impact program goal of reducing juvenile target offender recidivism by more 
effectively utilizing existent OHC placements and developing new and special
ized placements which in turn will generate more stability and more conform
ity in terms of client behavior. This overall goal will be accomplished via 
a project which insures the following: (1) a greater ability to purchase aRC 
services, (2) a pre-placement and early placement planning process by case 
which is based on better diagnosis and greater collaboration between the par
ties involved, (3) the ability to pay better rates to guarantee better services 
for alternative care, (4) the active involvement of CSD in a kind of service 
brokerage role, (5) more collaboration between'CSD and CMCS~ (6) purchase of 
service which is guided and coordinated by improved case planning, and (7) an 
imuroved service delivery process from point of intake to point of discharge. 
Ali of these features reflect a "case management" approach rather than the 
traditional "casework" approach. 

Definition of Population to be Served 

The original projected population to be se~ved by .the SORC project was to be 
approximately 300 juvenile target offenders, ages 12-17, in the Case Manage
ment Corrections Services project (and under the jurisdiction of the Multno
mah County Juvenile Court), who have been referred to the Children's Services 
Division for out of home placement. 
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Modification of the Target Population 

Due to the late start-up of the SORC project and funding restrictions, the 
above estimate for the target population wc!.s subsequently reduced to a 
figure of 150 clients who would be provided specialized out of home care 
over the duration of the project. In addition, the project is to arrange 
for out of home care through regular CSD resources for an additional 50 
clients referred by CMCS for out of home placement for the duration of the 
project. 

Note to the Reader 

All evaluation problems have some element of history. This project and its 
attempt to impact on CMCS client behavior through the provision of specialized 
out of home care can not be fairly evaluated without some understanding of 
project history. Several elements of this history bear directly upon any 
evaluation of the extent to which the project has met its process objectives. 
They are, then, contingencies or conditions which in some sense determine 
the extent to which the process objectives are reached and/or exceeded.* 
They c(m be listed as follows: .~ .. , 
1. Inter-Agency Climate of CSD and Multnomah County CMCS Before Project 

Implementation 

While the notion of an "interface" between projects refers to a complex 
set of ideas and observations which will not be discussed here, three 
statements are in order. First, the development of CMCS (the Case 
Management Corrections Services Project) was viewed by CSD (Children's 
Services Division) with some trepidation - especially in that CSD 
envisioned case managers going into CSD child caring agencies with a 
strong child advocate role - one with a potential for CSD-CMCS conflict. 
Second, CSD viewed CMCS and the Multnomah County as being in the position 
of "dumping" Court clients on an already strained system of out of home 
care. And third, the issue of who was to be responsible to what clients 
for what services, resources, etc., where, when, and how required a 
great amount of work. 

2. Lack of Start Up Planning 

Part of the failure of the project to develop at the outset a well-defined 
intervention strategy and set of supporting rationalizations (a theory 
of intervention and treatment in essence) can be attributed to several 
things. One, the role of sm:c as one component of the larger CSD child 
caring system lacked initial clarification. This was especially true 
given that SORC was a highly specialized program within the more 
generalized CSD system. It was simply designed to do different things 

*The discussion of these contingencies below was developed primarily 
from discussions with the Project Director, Mr. Ron Jenkins. They 
reflect primarily his interpretation of project history from the stand
point of the director's role. 
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for a different type of client in the CSD system ---the Impact target 
offender. This identified program population represents unique out of 
home care placement needs. SORC was without precedent in Oregon at its 
inception and problems related to its logistical and procedural connection 
to the state system absorbed an enormous amount of the project director's 
time and energy - much of which could have gone into developing more of 
the logic and mechanics of out of home care intervention and treatment. 

3. Lack of Anticipation of Intensity of Referral Flow 

The large numbers of clients initially referred to the project for out 
of horrle care placement; together with a continuous heavy flow of referrals 
(and a subsequent strain on available resources) resulted in further 
demands on the project director. Often, he and the project staff were 
in the beginning pressured to do something and many placements had to be 
made in a short time period to decrease the demands from both CMCS and 
CSD. To complicate these problems of initial project implementation, 
the restructuring of the Multnonlah County Juvenile Court created an 
additional acute problem in the process of making out of home care 
placements. Specifically, the ruling that no child remain in detention 
for more than 20 days and the ruling that reports on children in detention 
be completed within 15 days heightened the necessity of both SORC and 
CSD to make quick decisions on the placing of children in out of home 
care. 

4. Meeting the Unexpected CMCS Commitment for Emergency Care 

Because CMCS considered any child in lock up (detention) as requiring 
emergency care and as the SORC grant provided only for relatively long 
term care (rather than short term, emergency care), a further compli
cation presented itself. Row could SORC provide for emergency care -
especially for weekend and evening placements during crisis situations? 
The project director spent much time developing emergency care place
ment openings into the pool of all available placement openings. This 
necessitated extensive work on several placement provider contracts 
and the development of relief or "respite" care provider positions in 
the project to accommodate some of these emergency placements. 

5. Problems in Implementing the Group Rome and Day Care Center Component 
of the Project 

A number of problems arose with regard to the establishment of the 
specialized "group" out of home care placements. Namely, the estab
lishment of a SORC group home and a SORC day care center encountered 
a number of problems chief of which revolved around zoning issues. 

To counteract the delays in getting specialized out of home group care 
the project director decided that the most rational and expedient choice 
was to utilize profe:vsi(imal foster cal:: placements in many cases where 
clients could not easily be placed in group care placements. The use 
of·professional foster ~are, however, necessitated spending more time 
on screening potential providers and for developing professional ser
vices contracts with hired providers. It also should be mentioned 
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that no real precedent or model for contract development existed for 
a professional services contract for out of home care. The contracting 
process alone probably accounted for half the dir~ctor's time during 
the first nine (9) months of the project. Developing a contract model 
with detailed statement of work sections and developing procedures for 
transferring from traditional reimbursement type contracts to earned 
income (or professional) type contracts required much time and energy. 
Also because SORe represented enriched services, the matter of establish
ing special rates for services presented some problems. 

6. The Problem of Continuity of Care 

7. 

Though not fully anticipated in the beginning, it appears that the 
Hafter care" component of a case plan involved an extensive amount of 
",ork and involvement. The proj ect simply can not "dump" clients on the 
larger system without prior planning for after care. As many clients 
require further placements and services after termination from SORC, 
this problem continues to emerge on a larger scale. Since the trans
ferring of cases in after care is a cumbersome process, it is sure to 
absorb more and more project time as the termination rate from SORC 
increases. 

The Role of the Family in the Rehabilitation Role of This Project 

One less developed aspect of the project is its relation to the family 
and the role of the family in the rehabilitation process. As work 
processed on various client case plans, it became more apparent that 
in many cases the intensive involvement of the family in the case plan 
was required. However, it also became apparent that some families 
ar0. "dysfunctional" and require some form of conjunct family therapy. 
One immediate response of the project was to develop training for 
working with problem families and parent effectiveness training. 

8. The Relationship of the Project to CMCS and Other Agencies 

The project's ongoing relationship to the Case Management Corrections 
Services (CMCS) project has remained in a state of flux. As the SORC 
project has progressed the roles of both SORC staff resource developers 
and CMCS case managers have required clarification and elaboration. 
This evolution in mutual client serving roles (both of which involve 
strong client advocate stances) required a sizable amount of dialogue 
on who is to do what to effectively monitor cases at some defined 
continua of service level. Along with establishing well-defined roles 
toward children, the issue developed of when and where to defer to 
the case manager the role of necision making in the case planning 
process and especially in the placement process. In all cases the 
case managers recommendations for placement were given high priority. 
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The Evaluation Design and Its Implementation 

Process Evaluation 

Our primary evaluative research concerns here revolve around the question: 
Does implementation of the SORe project meet the process objectives indicated 
in the project proposal revisions? The evaluation here approximates 
what might be considered to be an intensive form of program monitoring and a 
description of project operation. Three major process objectives are listed 
for this project: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Increase the amount of rehabilitative specialized out or home care 
resources for 150 target offenders. 

Develop a scr~ening anq.,placement model which provides and improves 
the delivery cf specialized out of home care services to youthful 
target offenders. 

During the project duration, assist provider agencies working with 
SORC clients to improve their abilities to provide rehabilitative 
and specialized services. 

With regard to process evaluation, the intent of this will be to 
clearly describe those process objectives designated in the revised 
project proposal and to carefully compare the actual against the 
expected performance of SORC in meeting these objectives. This 
attempt to compare actual with planned performance will be augmented 
with an in-depth description and analysis of the connections between 
project activities and process objectives. 

Further Elaboration on Major Process Objectives - Sub-Objectives 

As specified in the project director's SORC Work Plan fO-,the project p~riod 
August 1, 1974 to July 30, 1975; each of the three (3) maJor process obJec
tives is subdivided into a number of sub-objectives covering various three 
month quarters (the first of which covers August, September, and October, 1974). 
Because this report covers only the period August 1, 1974 to March 31, 1975; 
only the sub-objectives for which data can be collected, analyzed, and reported 
on will be included in the listing. These are as followsi 

First Year Objectives 

(1) Increase the amount of rehabilitative out of home care resources to approx
imately 60 target offenders during the year and at full operation maintain an 
average daily population (ADP) caseload of 40 youth being serviced in the SORC 
project. 
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Sub-Objectives 

(a) During the first quarter initiate service to 15 new referrals. 

(b) During the second quarter initiate service to 15 new referrals. 

(c) During the first quarter maintain an average daily population of 10. 

Cd) During the second quarter maintain an average daily population of 20. 

(2) Develop a screening and placement model which provides and improves the de
livery of specialized out of home care services to youthful target offenders. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Document the percentage of referrals to the SORC unit that were 
diverted from out of hOlne placement due to utilization of resources 
identified both by Case Management and the SORC Project. 
Document 25 cases wherein SORC staff aided Case Management in 
placing clients in regular CSD resources. 
During each quarter be able to document a minimum of six cases 
diverted to regular CSD resources. 
During the first quarter, utilize the profiles as developed during 
the implementation phase as guidelines for resource development. 
In remaining quarters compile profile information on clients actually 
served and at six month intervals administer profiles for antici-
pated referrals and at end of year compile both the actual and 
projected profiles as utilized during the first year of operation. 
Provide 90% of the youths serviced by SOHC unit with prep1anning 
and dispositional team and after care services. Provide data per 
client ~'lhich compares original after care plan with actual care 
plan. 
During the first quarter have operational a service delivery logging 
procedure identifying how staff expends time on a functional basis. 

(3) During the project assist provider agencies working with SORC clients to 
improve their abilities to provide rehabilitative and specialized services. 

(0) During the four quarters provide fiscal data documenting the costs 
of services on a per client per month served basis. 

(b) Illustrate type and frequency of technical assistance and training 
provided by SORC unit to providers. 
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Note: All the above listed process sub-objectives are taken from the proj
ect director's work plan and reflect his interpretation of how to 
achieve implementation of the three major process objectives as 
listed in the project proposal (revised edition). These three proc
ess objectives along with set "productivity indicators" for each 
objective are listed from the revised project proposal and appear 
in Appendix A of this report. In ~he following analysis of the ex
tent to which process objectives are being achieved, we will move 
back and forth between a discussion of the extent to which quarterly 
time-framed sub-objectives are reached and a discussion of the ex
tent to which these quarter-by-quarter project activities are con
tributing to the overall achievement by the project of these major 
process objectives. 

?-roject Data and Information Used to Assess the Extent to Which Process Ob
jectives Rave Been Reached During the First Two Quarters 

Obj ective t 1 Increase the amount of rehabilitative specialized out of home 
care resources for 150 tar et offenders. 

Objective 111 is concerned with the rapidity with which the project "phases in" 
and accelerates its rate of making "specialized" and "regular" out of home 
care placements. Table 1 provides project data which will be used to assess 
this objective and the corresponding set of sub-objectives defined by the proj
ect manager in his work plan for the first two project quarters. 

(TABLE I See Page 11) 

If we conservatively define "initiating service" to new referrals as actually 
meaning that the new referrals are placed in the SORC project; then, TabJ~ 1 
data indicates that the work plan Sub-Objectives 1a and 1b were both met. Dur
ing the first quarter (August, September, and October of 1974) 17 referrals 
were placed with SORC providers, rather than the 15 projected; and during the 
second quarter (November and December of 1974 and January 1975) 25 placements 
were made rather than the 15 projected. For the two quarters combined, 42 
rather than the projected 30 placements were made. 

Ilowever, in terms of the overall project objective (Objective 1 above) for the 
27-month r-eriod when clients were first given services (July, 1974) through 
September, 1976, there is no conceivable way that 150 clients can be served 
for a maximum average of nine months in placement with the restriction "of main
taining an eventual average project caseload of forty (40 ADP) youths. To have 
accomplished this, the project would have had to have begun with an ADP of 50 
clients in placement in July, 1974 and maintained this ADP figure throughout 
the remaining months of the project's duration. 

The above observation suggests that the three major process objectives and the 
single outcome objective along with the "productivity indicators" listed in 
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the Revised Grant Proposal (see Appendix A) must be reassessed and modi
fied in light of limitations in terms of phase-in restrictions, staff at
trition (if any), client terminations (and other sources of client attri
tion) ~ €!tc. * 

A reduction in the "maximum average ll of nine (9) months in placement per 
client also implies that the logic for differences in length of placement 
by child must be reconsidered. In the case planning process, a clear logic 
must be established then for designating short vs. long term out of home 
care by type of client and type of placement (or type of provider). 

Having identified this problem of numbers to be served and average duration 
of service along with the precautionary note, let us move to consider Sub
Objectives lc and ld in the director's work plan which deal with the main
tenance of certain !TIP (average daily population) totals by project quarter. 
These ADP figures are a first quarter ADP of 10 and a second quarter ADP of 
20. 

Actually, an ADP concept and measure makes little sense outside of the in
stitutional context where daily head counts are taken of those in custody or 
in residence. Even if the concept can be used in the context of this project, 
no daily figures are kept by project staff on head counts of those in place
ment. 

It is possible, however, to use the notion of an average monthly p0pu1ation 
(AMP), which while somewhat vague in meaning at least gets at the idea of 
maintaining a quota of so many clients in placement during each project month. 
This AMP index can be computed in a couple of ways. Perhaps the easiest way 
is to use the following formula, which incorporates monthly data from the 
last column in Table 1: 

A.M.P for any set 
of months 1 ..•. N = 

Sum of the cumulative total in placement 
for the set of months 1 •.•. N divided by 
the total number of months in the set (N) 

Using this formula, the following AMP indices can be computed for the first 
and second project quarters: 

Quarter #1 - AMP = 7.33 clients 
guarter #2 - AMP = 24.33 clients 
Combined - AMP = 15.83 clients 

Using the above figures, it appears that had the project director estimated 
"average monthly populations" of 10 for the first quarter and 20 for the 
second project quarter; the second (but not the first quarter) sub-objectives 
would have been reached. Again however, both the ADP and "AMP" estimates 
really have little utility here for judging process objectives for two rea
sons: (1) variation in numbers of clients placed during the phase-in period 
make any lIaverage" (ADP or AMP) difficult to interpret and (2) variation by 

*It should be pointed out that in the project's clearinghouse function of 
locating placements it became obvious that a determination of resources indi
cated there were few placements of certain types and an almost complete lack 
of short-term emergency care type placements. 
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type of placement setting (foster care, group home, weekend relief, and 
day care centers) make it difficult to compute and interpret such averages 
also. Eventually, the project may have to revise its proposal by defining 
service delivery in terms of numbers of clients given so many months of 
service in so many types of placement settings receiving different types of 
services. 

Looking at Objective #1 not in terms of numbers of clients served, but 
rather in terms of productivity indicators Band C (listed in Appendix A), 
some data is available from the Pl.·oj ect on type of slots developed and 
length of stay per client through the end of 1974 - the period for which 
such data was collected. 

Of the 26 clients in placement as of th.e end of December, 1974, data was 
ava:ll.able on time in placement for 23 clients. For these 23, the length of 
time in placement varied from 4.1 months at the maximum to 0.45 months at 
the minimum. The average was 2.1 months with a standard deviation of 1.1 
months (indicating that roughly two-thirds of these clients had been in 
placement from one to three months approximately. 

These 26 clients were distribu,ted across several different types of "spe
cialized out of home care" p1aceIl1ent settings. These can be described as 
follows: 

1. Group Home Setting 

The focus here is on irtteraction in a group and using the group 
to provide behavioral models, behavioral limits, and activities, 
as well as, group support for the client. (N = 5) 

2. Professional Foster Family Setting 

In this setting, both husband and wife work as a professional 
social work unit to expose the youth to family life, routines, 
and activities. In addition, there is extensive interaction with 
the school and community. Supervision and structure are provided 
for shaping client behavior. (N = 4) 

3. Foster Family Care 

IISame as #2 above, except the provider couple have less profes
sional training. II (N = 6) 

4. Big Brother/Sister (N = 8/ N = 2) 

Involves a full-time person acting as "concerned" big brother or 
sister to the child. The child resides with the provider. The 
child is seen ~s not needing or not able to handle family type 
settings. Also, this placement is viewed as less threatening to 
parents. It can be of a "nurturing" or "supervisory" form - a 
kind of extension of the family setting. (N = 10) 
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5. Independent Living Arrangement 

Designed for youth moving toward emancipation. The foster parents 
may work. There is less supervision. More resource counselors are 
used. There is less emphasis on limit setting. (N = 0) 

6. Special Situations 
These are specially tailored placements which are established by 
other actors. They are made on a one time by child basis. (N = 1) 

Total (N = 26) 

TABLE 1 
S.O.H.C. Project Client Flow by Month During 1974 and 1975* 

Month 

Aug. 174 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Number 
of New 

Referrals 

13 

18 

22 

ls t Quar ter 3 (53) 

Nov., 13 

Dec. 16 

Jan. 175 21 

2nd Quarter 3 (50) 

Feb. 16 

Mar. 17 -
Total (136) 

Number 
of S.O.H.C. 
Placements 

2 

5 

10 

(17) 

8 

8 

9 

(25) 

, 

17 

6 -
(65) 

Number 
of S.O.H.C. 
Terminations 

o 

2 

o 

( 2) 

4 

1 

7 

(12) 

5 

2 

(21) 

Number 1 
Channeled 
to C.S.D. 

6 

3 

3 

(12) 

3 

o 

4 

(7) 

2 

(24) 

Cum. 
Total in 
Placement 
by Month 2 

2 

5 

15 

(15) 

19 

26 

28 

(28) 

40 

44 

(44) 
---::;::;~=-=:=:::;.~"--~"-.-~ ... ~"- - ~" 

*The Specialized Out of Home Care Project officially began processing clients 
in August 1974, although one client was "served" by the Project in Ju;Ly in 
that project funds were used only to pay for psychiatric treatment at Wood-
lawn Park Hospital. 

1. Most of those channeled to CSD received regular out of home care, went 
home, or their parents found some other placement arrangement. 

2. Determined cumulatively for each month by taking Column 2 minus Column 3 
and adding the difference to the Column 5 entry for the previous month. 

3. For purposes of this study the project director took August as the start
ing point ~or designating quart~rs during which clients were served by the 
project. The first quarter~ then, is composed of the months of August, 
September, and October. The second quarter covers the months of November, 
December, and January. 
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ote: The project has not as yet produced any documentation which describes 
in detail the basis for this classification schema of provider settings 
and the basis for distinguishing between types of providers. For 
example, there is no documentation indicating exactly how much train
ing a foster family care provider needs to have to qualify as a 
"professional" foster family care provider. 

By way of a precautionary note, it must be pointed out that in the 
absence of any well-defined classification schema for either typing 
providers or clients, the whole process of matching providers and 
clients must be considered problematic. More details will be provided 
on this matching issue in ,<:nsuing evaluation reports. 

Data is also available on the dollar costs per placement slot per month for 
the four (4) major types of placement settings in use through December, 1974. 

These cost data are presented in Table 2. 

(Insert Table 2 Here) 

Reviewing these data, the following conclusions can be stated: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(1) In general, second, third, and fourth slot costs are much less than 
first slot costs for all providers (with the exception of the 
Klamath Lake Youth Ranch). The following data on all projected 
slots from Table 2 supports this fact: 

Average 1st Average 2nd Average 3rd Average 4th 
Type of Setting Slot Costs Slot Costs Slot Costs Slot Costs 

Big Brother/Sister $1048 $ 259 $ 276 

Prof. Foster Family 796 323 

Group Care 676 454 454 

Family Foster Care 759 233 

Total (a-d) X = $ 845 $ 286 

SD = $ 286 $ 129 

These data indicate the average second slot rate is roughly one 
third that for the first slot. Data in Table 2 also indicate that 
maintaining 100% capacity reduces first, second, third, and fourth 
slot rates. 
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TABLE 2. 

Type of 
Provider 
Settingl 

I Group (Home) 
Care Setting 

PLACEMENT COSTS PER SLOT (AT MAXIMUM RATES) BY PLACEMENT SETTING CHARACTERISTICS* 

Availability and Use of Slots 
Projecte~ Currently Dollar Cost Per Slot Per Month3 Code for 

Provider 

A 
B 
C 

Totals 

Capacity Occupied Slot #1 Slot #2 Slot #3 

4 1 $ 241.00 $ 241.00 
1 1 
3 3 66Z.001 I 66Z,QW 
8 5 $ 908.00 $ 908.00 

All Projected Slot~ X=$ 676.00 X=$ 454.00 X=$ 454.00 
S.D.=$ 89.84 S.D;=:$ 301.23 S .Df'$ 301. 23 

Occupied Slots onl~ IS.D~:§ 676,0~1 89.8 

All Projected Slots All Occupied Slots Only 

X= $ 510.63 X= $672.40 
S.D.= $ 228.41 S.D.= $ 63.72 

Slot f/4 

$ 241.00 

$ 241. 00 

* Excludes the "Independent Living Arrangement" setting (N=O cases in the total of 26 in placement as of 
December 31, 1975) and one "Special Situation" setting for which $132.00 per month was being paid. 

1 These were as follows: (1) Group Homes - Klamath Lake Youth Ranch, Janis Project, and a group home 
established by an independent provider, (2) Professional Foster Families - four (4) provider "couples" 
with an unspecified level of professional competence, (3) Foster Families - six (6) provider "couples" 
with an unspecified level of competence, and (4) Big Brothers/Big Sisters - five (5) male providers 
acting as big brothers and one (1) female acting as big sister. 

Per 
Month 
Total 

$1314.00 
770.00 

2001. 00 
$4085.00 

2 Number in parentheses refers to provider setting capacity when "emergency basis only" slot is included. 

3 Boxed in slot amounts and summary statistics refer only to currently occupied slots. It must be pointed 
out that while mean (X) and standard deviation (S.D.) statistics have been computed by the various groupings 
in the above table and while these statistics have well-defined meanings as measures of "central tendency" 
and "dispersion"; visual inspection of the values themselves is recommended to complete an inspection of 
the average or most typical monthly costs by slot and the variation in these per slot per month costs. 



TABLE 2. PLACEMENT COSTS PER SLOT (AT MAXIMUM RATES) BY PLACEMENT SETTING CHARACTERISTICS* 

I 
l-' 
~ 
I 

Type of 
Provider 
Settingl 

II Professional 
Foster Family 
Setting 

III Family Foster 
Care 

Availability and Use of Slots 
Code for Projected Currently Dollar Cost Per Slot Per Month3 

Provider Capacity2 Occupied Slot #1 Slot #2 Slot #3 

A 2(3) 
B 2 
C 1 
D 1 

Totals 6(7) 

1 
1 
1 
1 
4 

All Projected Slots~ 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

Occupied Slots onl~ 

All Projected Slots 

Totals 

2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

X= $ 572.14 
S.D.= $ 386.29 

2(3) 
11(12) 

1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
5 

All Projected Slot~ 

Occupied Slots on~ 

$3185.00 

$ 375.00 
270.00 

$ 645.00 

X=$ 796.25 X=$ 322.50 
S.D.=$ 368.13 S.D?$ 74.25 

I )(=$ 796,2~ 
5.0.=$ 368.1) 

All Occupied Slots Only 

X= $ 796.25 
S.D.= $ 368.13 

Is 2!2Q.QQJ $ 350.00 
475.00 175.00 
725.00 175.00 
710.001 210.00 
540.001 

I 1155.001 I 255,00\ 
$4555.00 $1165.00 

X=$ 759.17 X=$ 233.00 
S.D.=$ 255.14 S.DF$ 73.19 

X=$ 838.75 X=$ 302.50 
S.D.=$ 269.70 S.D~$ 67.18 

$ 175.00 

$ 175.00 

$ 255.00 
$ 255.00 

S 10 t .:;..114..:..--_ 

o 

Per 
Month 
Total 

$1875.00 
1040.00 

540.00 
550.00 

$4005.00 

$1300.00 
650.00 
900.00 
920.00 
540.00 

1665.00 
$5975.00 
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TABLE 2. PLACEMENT COSTS PER SLOT (AT MAXIMUM RATES) BY PLACEMENT SETTING CHARACTERISTICS* 

Type of 
Provider 
Setting 

III Family Foster 
Care 
(Continued) 

Availability and Use of Slots 
Code for Projec~ed Currently Dollar Cost Per Slot Per Month3 
Provider Capacity2 Occupied Slot #1 Slot #2 Slot #3 

All Projected Slots 

X=$ 497.92 
S.D.=$ 325.62 

All Occu~ied Slots Only 

X=$ 722.00 
S.D.=$ 350.30 

IV Big Brother/Sister 

~ 1$ 165.001 
445.00 
350.00 
185.00 
200.00 
310.00 

Settings A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

3 3 
2(3) 2 
3 1 
3 1 
2 (3) 2 

2(3) 1 
Totals 15(18) 10 

All Projected Slot~ 

Occupied Slots onl~ 

All Projected Slots 

X= $ 527.50 
S.D.= $ 412.07 

$6285.00 

250.00 
185.00 

I §~g:ggl 
'$1555.00 

X=$1047.50 X=$ 259.17 
S.D.=$ 259.05 S.D~$ 104.95 

I x=~~ 047. 5~ I X=$ 270.001 
S.D.= 259.0 IS.D.=$ l:ibiill 

All Occu~ied Slots Only 

X= $ 726.00 
S.D.= $ 464.37 

$1655.00 

$ 275.83 
$ 110.97 

Slot 114 

$ 

$ a 

Per 
Month 
Total 

$1760,00 
1725.00 
1650.00 
1655.00-
1200.00 
1505.00 

$9495.00 



(2) If all slots are occupied, the average cost per slot per month 
figures indicate that the settings can be ranked from the greatest 
to least expense as follows: 

Rank ~ Per Month Cost (X) 

1st Big Brother/Sister Care $ 1047.50 
2nd Prof.Foster Family Care 572.14 
3rd Group Care 510.63 
4th Family Foster Care 497.92 

Note: Future evaluation reports will address the issue of variation in 
monthly rates between and within provider setting groups. These 
reports will also attempt to examine these varying rates by services 
delivered by types of providers by type of client. Comparisons also 
will be made between regular and specialized out of home care settings. 

For now it is sufficient to point out the following regular out of 
home care rates: 

(1) For a comparable group of children 14-21 years old with "acting 
out problems" the rates are $139 per month (fixed amount) plus 
an additional amount (variable amount) averaging $60 per month 
for additional services (tutoring, psychiatric investigations, 
etc.) for foster care. 

(2) For family group care the average is about $440 per month per 
client. 

(3) Lastly, for those institutionalized in MacLaren or Hillcrest 
the average monthly rate is about $1500 per month. 

These data on cost per slot illustrate the value of some level of cost 
benefit analysis as being a part of the evaluation and the value of merely 
describing the costs to provide what sorts of services/resources to what 
types of clients using certain providers in specific settings. 

A unique part of the overall evaluation of this project will be an attempt 
to describe how this project tries to improve (in a service delivery model 
sense) the way in which CSD projects costs and contracts for out of home 
care services. A unique feature of this project is the fact that contracting 
for services is made an area of special concern. 

In this regard, the project director is attempting to accomplish three 
basic geals as follows: 

(1) Improve the "method of statement" of contracts by improving the termi
nology used to specify the details describing how certain types of 
services/resources are to be provided certain types of clients. 
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(2) Special emphasis is to be placed on the statement of work sections of 
contracts. The intent of contracting here is to provide statements 
of work in enough detail to provide a clear understanding of how certain 
treatment activities will result in reaching certain stated treatment 
objectives for each client. 

(3) Lastly, the contract should provide an initial basis for outlining the 
service delivery role of the provider, as well as, the service delivery 
roles of others on any particular client's "treatment team." 

In a sense, these contracts will be unique in the degree of detail used to 
describe how specific identified services will be provided identified clients 
by providers of special abilities devoting certain amounts of time to well
defined treatment tasks and obligations. 

Presently, no data is available for analysis on the assessment of services 
provided clients. This data is being collected currently by project staff 
and will be provided in future reports. Likewise, data documenting actual 
length of stay in specialized out of home care per client and regular out 
of home care per client will be collected and analyzed in forthcoming reports. 

Objective #21 Develop a screening and placement model which provides and 
improves the delivery of specialized out of home care services 
to youthful target offenders. 

The SORC Project has two primary objectives which are: 

1. "To locate or develop out of home care resources designed to meet the 
rehabilitation needs of this popuLation. 

2. To coordinate the service activities of the various agents or agencies 
providing services to these juveniles and their families." 

As the project has evolved documentation has been generated on the referral, 
intake, and placement processes. An example of this SORC documentation is 
the binder and manual materials furnished CSD Intake and Case Management 
(CMCS) supervisors. Excerpts from this set of documents is attached in 
Appendix B. 

By way of summarizing the growth and development of the projects screening 
and placement model; let us first refer to Figure 1 which contains a graphic 
portrayal of the intake flow for CMCS clients referred to CSD for out of home 
placement and care. This chart was developed by the project manager and 
modified by the OLEC evaluator. 

(Insert Figure 1 Rere) 

Using this flow chart as a guide we can briefly describe the SORC referral and 
intake processes leading up to eventual placement in either regular or 
"specialized out of home care." 
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FIGURE I 

CASE MANAGEMENT REFERRAL PROCEDURES TO CSD* 

~f case active with CSD Worker Liaison or 
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SORC Channels Directly to Liaison Unit -I 

SORC Channels Directly to District Intake 

*Prepared by the Project Director, Mr. Ron Jenkins, and the 
Assistant Project Director, Ms. Reddy Jo Powell. 
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Once the CMCS case manager (the key to referral input) and/or the CMCS unit 
supervisor establishes that a particular CMCS client requires substitute 
(out of home) care, the referral process begins. The case manager contacts 
the SOHC intake and placement supervisor indicating that his client requires 
out of home care. Next the case manager fills out a "Needs Assessment" 
form on the client. This form developed jointly by CMCS, SORC, and the OLEC 
researchers provides the SORC staff (the intake/placement supervisor and the 
resource d~veloper) with information on the client in need, his/her family, 
the client's behavioral/attitudinal problem areas, the case managers des
cription of why the placement need exists and his recommendations along with 
a description of other client information, which assesses positive aspects of ~
the client's behaviors/attitudes. 

The SOHC staff then makes a judgment as to whether regular or specialized 
out of home care is required and selects an appropr~ate provider. After 
provider selection the project performs an introduction and hosting function 
for integrating clients into provider settings. While the project staff 
makes an honest, concerted effort to make use of the needs assessment infor
mation on clients and whatever (unsystematic) information is available on 
prOViders, the whole process of matching client to provider and tailoring 
placement settings and services to client needs proceeds in a somewhat un
defined way. This situation is not unique in projec~_~f_!h~s sC?rt. 

There is some indications, h0wever that this situation will change. Cur
rentlY,work is progressing on a more systematic approach to classifying both 
clients and providers and in terms of linking appropriate services to the 
more salient needs manifested by clients. 

Evaluation forms developed to facilitate the work of the Dispositional Teams 
hold out the most potential for allowing more systematic information about 
client needs profiles and mode of counseling and service delivery engaged in 
by the providers. This ~ispositional A~sessment and Case Plan Review form 
is discussed in more detail in Appendix C. Appendix C also contains project 
information on the dispositional phase of the project. Subsequent evaluative 
reports will address these issues surrounding "matching" and the maximum 
utilization of provider services and resources in casework. 

" 

In terms of the project directors' sub-objectives listed under major objective 
#2 the following comments are in order: 

Sub-Objective 2a 

No project data is available for "illustrating the percentage of referrals to 
the SOHC unit that were diverted from out of home placement due to utilization 
of resources identified both by the Case Management and SORC projects." 

Sub-Objective 2b 

Table 1 data indicate that the project SORC aided Case Management by placing 
24 of 136 referrals (17.6%) in regular CSD resources. Or 24 of the projected 
first year total of 25 cases to be diverted were diverted during these first 
eight (8) months. . 
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Sub-Objective 2c 

The project director anticipated that the project would divert a minimum of 
six cases per quarter to regular CSD resources. The actual totals for the 
first and second quarters were twelve (12) and seven (7) respectively. For 
the first two months of the third quarter five (5) were diverted. 

Sub-Objective 2d 

The project director's monthly report for August 1974 containing the first 
Needs Assessment Report (OLEC Evaluation Report #1) together with Jack 
Morgan's (the first resource developer's) BORC memos of July 29, 1974 and 
September 11, 1974 indicate that during the first quarter a real attempt was 
made to utilize "needs assessment" profile information as guidelines for 
resource development. 

The only real discrepancy to date in the conclusions of Ms. Diana Gray's OLEC 
SOHC Evaluation Report #1 and the actual direction resource development has 
taken exists in the following areas: 

1. In the early group of 38 referrals to the project the first choice by 
the Case Manager for the type of resource needed was some form of 
institutional setting. Table 6 of Report No. 1 indicated that for the 
total sample of 38, the proportions distributed across type of resource 
most needed were as follows: 

Group Care 

26% Institutional (mini-MacLaren or Hillcrest) 
16% Residential Treatment Center 

5% Family Group Home 
18% Professional Group Care 
65% Sub-Total 

Foster Care 

21% Family Foster Care (with and without other 
children in the family) 

13% Professional Foster Care 
34% Sub-Total 
99% Total 

However, in the data reported in Table 2 of this report, those in placement 
as of the end of December 1974 (N=24), the group care-foster care categori
zation was as follows: 

Group Care 

21% Group Rome Care 
21% Sub-Total 
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Foster Care 

17% Professional Foster Family 
21% Family Foster Care 
42% Big Brother/Sister 
80% Sub-Total 

100% Total 

These data indicate that at the time the project began most of the referrals 
carried the recommendation for group or institutional care (nearly two-thirds) 
as oppos8d to foster. care (the remaining one-third). However, in terms of 
placement slots available as of December 31, 1974 these proportions are the 
reverse of those recommended for the early group of referrals in that approxi
mately one-fifth were in group care placement slots and four-fifths were in 
foster care placement slots. Given the fact that we have no idea as to how 
representative these early 38 referrals of all referrals made during the 
first few months of the project, we have a problem in interpreting the meaning 
of the above findings. Several points, however, are in order: 

1. As the project has phased in, it has tended to place a greater emphasis 
on the initial development of "specialized" foster care placements and 
has relied on the regular CSD system for making its group care place
ments (with the exception of one SOHC provider with a group home for 4 
clients and 4 slots in regular CSD group care agencies tailored for 
specialized (SOHC) care). For example, of 21 referrals between August 
1974 and February 1975 placed with the regular CSD system, 16 (or 76%) 

,were placed in group care settings, 4 (or 19%) were placed in foster care 
settings, and one (5%) was placed in a day care setting. 

2. Within a month from this date both the SOHC group home (with a capacity 
of 5 slots) and the SOHC day care center (with a capacity of 15-20 
enrollment) will augment the project's ability to provide "specialized" 
group out of home care settings for referred clients from Case Management. 

3. There is some indication that the case manager's recommendations for out 
of home care are dependent upon their ideas of what is available in the 
project. In the early stages the case managers making the initial 
referrals knew little about what types of "specialized" slots would be 
availt1.ble and their numbers. At this point they probably assumed that the 
group care type of settings would be most available and given the severe 
problems of their ~lients would offer the greatest level of professional 
care. As the proj~ct began developing its specialized foster care slots 
the availability factor probably influenced placement recommendations 
made by the case manager. Some evidence of this is indicated by the 
analysis of a second and later group of referrals made between September 
and December 1974. Although there is a question as to the representative~ 
ness of these 28 referrals, the following breakdown of responses to the 
needs assessment instrument item on recommended placement settings is 
probably indicative of this shift in placement preferences on the part 
of case managers: 
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Form 1.0 (Needs Assessment Profile) 

Item: "General Type of Placement Setting" 
(Only make one choice) 

21% Unknown-
25% Family Foster Home Foster Care 46% 
21% Professionally Staffed 
11% Group Home Care 
14% Small Residential Treatment Center 32% 

7% Institutional Setting 

99% N = 28 

Comparing the foster care and group care recommendations of case managers 
for the early referrals (N = 38) and later referrals (N = 28); then, we 
have the following results. 

Early Referrals 
(August 1974) 

N=38 

Later Referrals 
(September-December 1974) 

N=28 

Recommended Placement Type 

34% 
65% 

0% 
99% 

Foster Care •.•.•. 46% 
Group Care •••••• 32% 
Unknown •.•••• 21% 

99% 

4. It is also possible,that case managers are reconsidering the viability of 
the group care option as an out of home care alternative. Apparently, 
the project emphasis on the potential of foster care - especially the 
"specialized" variety which involves "professionals" may be influencing 
the case managers recommendations. At the moment there is no data avail
able on the extent to which either the availability of a type of resource 
or the belief in the actual treatment value of a resource shapes the case 
manager's recommendation for a particular placement setting/resource. 

Sub-Objective 2e 

At the moment all referrals to the project are being recordedl and the referral 
process requires that the case manager fill a needs asseSSDlent form on the 
client which is then kept in an SOHC folder and is available for future data 
collection and processing. Aside from the original profile report on the needs 
assessment data (Evaluation Report #1 on an original group of 38 referrals) 
and tabulated, but unreported data on needs assessments of an undefined 

1 
These recorded referral records have been maintained in an informally kept 
and unaystematically ar~anged log book. Due to the inability of the project 
director to hire needed, additional secretarial help, tickler cards designed 
to maintain periodic status change and contact information on all clients 
ever referred to the project were not filled out until only recently. At the 
moment cards have been either partially or completely filled out on about 100 
of the 160 to 175 clients referred to the project between mid-July 1974 and 
late April 1975. 
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sample2 of 28 referrals, no additional profile information on clients has 
been generated. Three major reasons exist for this deficiency. 

1. Non-Comparability of Needs Assessment Information on Some Clients 
(Referrals). 

Anyone of three drafts of the Needs Assessment form exist in the files 
of most of those referred to the project in 1974. The first draft was 
designed jointly by CMCS and SORC staff members in July 1974 for identi
fying potential SORC referrals and their out of home care needs. This 
draft was "pretested" in only one of the CMCS neighborhood offices. 

From this first draft a second draft was developed by the same staff 
members and was used in all four neighborhood CMCS offices in late 
July and early August 1974 to identify clients in the CMCS caseloads who 
at that time might be in need of specialized or regular out of home care. 

This survey resulted in the sample of 38 clients referred to previously 
in this report (and the basis of the first SORC evaluative report). For 
the reason that the needs assessment instrument was to provide the OLEC 
staff with baseline data on clients referred to SORC and also the SORC 
project staff desired more useful and reliable information on the needs 
of referred clients, a third draft of the instrument was developed. 
This new draft was developed jointly by the SORC staff and the OLEC 
evaluators in early August and copies of the completed forms were made 
available to the project for use in the field in late August 1974.3 

It was intended and assumed that beginning in late August all clients 
actually referred to the project (whether accepted or not for specialized 
or regular out of home care) would have the latest version completed by 
the referring case manager and filed with the SORC project. Rowever, 
in the early rush to establish SORC placement resources and to process 
client referrals, many n.ew forms were not completed on referrals. 
Instead, where the project had either a draft #1 or a draft #2 form 
(the earlier forms) already on these initial referrals from the earlier 
attempt to gather data on "potential" SORC clients, little (if any) 
attempt was made to have the "new" form completed on these referrals. 

2 
This sample of 28 referrals made between September and December 1974 is 
"undefined" in the sense that all we know is that they represent clients 
referred during this time who had completed needs assessment forms filled 
out on them and whose forms were available in the project files. In 
addition, all these clients' forms were of the third version which is 
currently in use. (The earlier two drafts contained less information. 
Draft #3 represented an evolution in the collection of information deemed 
necessary for adequately assessing out of home care needs.) 

3A fourth draft of the needs 
but "scrapped" in an effort 
information on clients. 

assessment instrument was developed later, 
to maintain consistently needs assessment 
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2. Missing and Incomplete Needs Assessment Information on Some Clients 
(Referrals) 

In late December 1974 when the OLEC SPA coder became available for 
coding SORC needs assessment data on project referrals; it became 
apparent that (aside from variation in the format of these data) there 
was considerable variation in the degree to which complete data was 
available on referrals. 

For example, project records indicate that through the end of 1974, 82 
clients of CMCS were referred to SORC for consideration for out of 
home placement. The SPA coder located files on 73 of these referrals 
(some cases were pending in late December and files hadn't been developed 
on these). Of these 73, records indicated that 40 had completed "new 
form" needs assessment instruments - but the coder was only able to 
locate 28 (most of these being those actually placed in SORC rather 
than referred and routed on to the regular CSD out of home care system); 
twenty had "old form" needs assessment instruments and 13 had no form 
at all. Although some confusion existed in tracking down forms - due 
to their being in three separate file locations and constantly in use -
it appears that many case managers were quite lax in completing and 
filing these forms. Because the SORC project directo~ and staff were com
mitted in the beginning months to establish rapport between themselves 
and the case managers, little pressure was exerted (in the beginning) 
on them to promptly file Needs Assessment forms. Often, the case 
manager wouldn't file a form until after he was certain that his client 
would be placed. 

In addition, many of the forms were hastily prepared and there was a 
sizable number in which large sections were blank. 

3. Unavailability of SPACo~ 

A third reason· for the minimal utilization of the needs profile infor
mation on referrals lies with the lack of availability of coders. 
Aside from two weeks in December, no SPA coders have been available 
for work on the needs assessment data generated by this project. 

NOTE: 
~ 

It is hoped that the eventual availability of coders, the use of 
practicum student researchers, the hiring of more SORC secretarial 
help, and the development of more routinized data collection 
procedures will resolve the above three difficulties. 

Sub-Objective 2f 

Currently 100% of all youths serviced by the SORC unit receive case planning, 
dispositional team and after care services. Subsequent reports will contain 
data on a per client basis which compares original after care plans with 
actual after care plans. 
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Sub-Obj ective 2g 

After an abortive attempt by project staff to log time spent on various 
project activities, few if any records are being maintained on how much 
time each staff member expends on each service delivery task identified 
on a per client basis. Both the project director and the researcher
author agree that such a service logging procedure would yield little, if 
any, information of value to the project, at least for this research effort. 

[Q.bj ec ti ve #31 During the project duration, assist provider agencies 
working with SORC ;lients to improve their abilities to 
provide rehabilitative and ~ecialized services. 

Meeting this process objective implies that two basic types of information 
can be and is being collected pystematically on each provider or provider 
agency. These types are as follows: 

(1) Specific information on the type(s) of services (both rehabilitative 
and "specialized") provided each client in placement - subdivided by 
incidence, intensity, and extensity. 

Until we can know (and measure) how often what services are provided 
what clients to what degree and over what range of needs, we won't 
~e able to realistically say in what ways we can recommend means for 
improving the delivery of these services. 

(2) Specific information of an evaluative nature which provides an objective 
assessment of the provider's ability ,to provide these services and the 
actual role of service provision by individual client case. 

To assess this objective, then, it is first necessary to be able to 
determine what services are being provided at what rate; and second, 
it is necessary to measure provider ability to improve the rate (and 
presumably the quality) of service provision. 

At the moment a rigorous (if somewhat unsystematic) attempt is being 
made to provide project data on service provision. The project staff 
is collecting data on a quarterly basis which documents the costs of 
services on a per client per month served basis, but this data is not 
in a form which can be easj,ly compiled and summarized at this time. 

In addition to fiscal data, two other forms are in use which provide a 
monthly statement of the client's progress while in placement, a 
summary of his/her behavior, and a statement of any existing problems. 
Again, no systematic attempt has been made here to collect data con
sistent with a schema for classifying type, amount, and quality of 
services rendered clients. In addition, there are problems with these 
project data in terms of their reliability, validity, and completeness. 

To resolve the problem of not having adequate project data for asseSSing 
provider service delivery, the "IHspositional Assessment and Case Plan" 
forms developed by the evaluator will be utilized to provide information 
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on the topic of what provider services are given clients in response 
to identified client needs/problems. In addition the evaluators have 
developed a provider interview schedule to be completed upon client 
termination from a placement and contains additional information on 
the services rendered a particular client. 

Efforts are now underway to provide for an assessment of the training 
needs of each individual provider. This questionnaire instrument will 
allow the project staff to determine not only general training needs, 
but also those specific to a type of placement setting and a type of 
client. 

Current Technical Assistance and Training Supplied Providers By The 
SORC Unit (and CSD) And Others. 

To date the technical assistance and training provided SORC providers 
as a group has been innovative, broad ranging, and inclusive. It 
reflects an attempt at the aggregate level at least to respond to 
provider needs in the broadest sense. The following list of major 
documented training sessions/workshops and technical assistance 
illustrates the wide ranging character of this effort to upgrade and 
increase the professional competence of this staff: 

McGregor Seminar - December 7, 1974 

Seminar for providers on bookkeeping and procedures for reporting 
earned income. These bookkeeping tips were provided by Mr. Malcolm 
McGregor, CPA, and are intended to aid money management as most pro
viders have difficulty here. The intent of the presentation ~ not 
~ have Mr. McGregor assist providers in reporting income but ~£ro
vide tips ~ reporting income for taxes, etc. Rather, the assumption 
was made that better bookkeeping procedures: (1) Free up the pro
viders time to allow more client contact; (2) provide a clearer 
delineation on a line item basis of services provided a client; and 
(3) that better bookkeeping and consumerism permits the provider an 
opportunity to save money on material resources (food, clothing) per
mitting a greater expenditure on treatment (counseling, testing, etc.) 
(N=7) * 

This CPA is currently under contract to seRC fer en-going bookkeeping 
assistance. Providers can arrange appointments with him for the 
purpose of reviewing th~ir bookkeeping system, point out deduct:tbles 
and advise on ~heir responsibilities for paying social security, etc. 
Re was not hired, however, to do any prov:Lder' s taxes. 

Behavior Modification Techniques Assistance~ 

On an on-going basis one provider, Mr. Ken Keisel, (an expert in 
behavior modification) is to provide a monthly average of 20 hours 
consultation to any providers who wish to llse behavior modification 

* Numbers in parentheses refer to number of providers trained or assisted. 
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techniques in working with clients to reduce certain target behaviors. 
These sessions provide assistance in identifying target behaviors, 
developing behavior modification charts, setting up token economics, 
etc. (Half of providers assisted to date.) 

January 21st and 23rd 
Workshop in Problems EncOuntered During 

the Initial Phase of Placement 

Two SOHC staff and a provider conducted this workshop which was designed 
to test out problems and solutions identified with situations where new 
providers meet new clients and attempt to establish rapport and develop 
a treatment relationship. 

(N = 8 on January 21st and 
N = 9 on January 23rd. ) 

Red Cross Training - January 28th and 30th, 1975 

Course for Red Cross Certification. (N=3) 

Handouts 

Numerous handouts have been provided SOHC providers. These cover such 
information as how to aid clients in developing self-esteem, and how 
to recognize and deal with mental depression. 

Newsletter 

A weekly new8letter has been used by the project as a vehicle for informing 
providers of the availability of training sessions and technical assist
ance. 

Dispositional Assessment Form Training 

All SOHC providers and CMCS case managers have been trained by the SORC 
staff in the use of the OLEC-developed Dispositional Assessment and 
Case Plan Review form (No. 2.0). This form serves two project related 
functions in addition to its use in the project evaluation. First, it 
is a tool for diagnosis and treatment in case planning for a client. 
Second, it is an instrument which allows the treatment or dispositional 
team to use a cornmon term~nology for need description and case planning. 
Additionally, it serves for identifying areas of treatment and inter
ventive techniques where ~he provider needs additional training and 
assistance. 

(Al~ providers) 

Session on Completing Case Plan Materials (March 20, 1975) 

The SOHC staff provided an orientation session for a small group of 
providers on case logging, reporting, and interviewing. (N=7) 
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Workshop [or Dealing with Client Ego Defense Mechanisms-April 3, 1975 

This wo~kshop consisted of a description of a series of techniques clients 
use to adapt to stress and cope with certain obstacles in life. The "ego 
defense" mechanisms included denial, repression, rationalization, projection, 
and displacement (or substitution). The intent of the workshop was to allow 
providers to be able to detect and treat the underlying causes. 

Future Training and Assistance 

During April 1975, Dr. Michael Ebner, a clinical psychologist and consultant 
to both the CMCS and JANIS programs, will conduct three training sessions 
based on the diagnostic and interventive categories presented in the Dis
positional Assessment and Case Plan Review form. He is to explain and give 
illustrations of personality and behavior problems and techniques of dealing 
with them. 

During May 1975, providers ~ill have the opportunity to attend Adrien Creek's 
six Family Focus sessions. This course will be sponsored by the YMCA and 
its purpose is to familiarize the (foster) parents with Transactional 
Analysis (T.A.) and specific T.A. skills. 

Aside from these and other training and assistance sessions, the project has 
shown a unique spirit of cooperation and mutual learning ~ong staff, providers 
and CMCS case managers. Particularly manifest is a willingness to innovate 
and to extend training and assistance beyond conventional limits. For 
example, one provider has initiated a Food Club to encourage quantity buying 
and save on food costs. 

Future training anticipated for upgrading provider skills will doubtlessly 
center more and more on the techniques of treatment outlined in the Dis
positional Assessment form. 

Conclusions 

In retrospect, it would appear that this project offers great potential 
for improving the quality of alternative (out of home) care. Future 
evaluation reports will attempt to quantify these assertions and offer 
data which supports or refutes these assertions. 
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APPENDIX A 

-

SPECIALIZED 
OUT OF HOME CARE PROJECT 

GOALS 

In collaboration with Case Management Services, work to reduce recidivism 
of target offenders referred to the Specialized Out of Rome Care Unit. 

OBJECTIVE 

I. Increase the amount of rehabilitative specialized out of home care 
resources for 150 target offenders. 

PRODUCTIVITY INDICATORS 

A. Provide specialized out of home care to 150 clients. At full 
operation, maintain average caseload of forty youths. Provide 
service for a maximum average of nine months per client. 

B. Maintain data indicating rtdources by type of slots developed 
and methods used to assess services provided client by 
contracted providers. 

C. Document actual length of stay in specialized out of home care 
per client, contrast with previous placement experiences. 

OBJECTIVE 

II. Develop a screening and placement model which provides and improves 
the delivery of specialized out of home care services to youthful 
target offenders. 

PRODUCTIVITY INDICATORS 

A. Illustrate the percentage of referrals to the SORC Unit that were 
diverted from out of home placement due to utilization of resources 
identified by Case Management and Specialized Out of Home Care staff. 

B. Document fifty cases wherein SORC staff aided Case Management staff 
in placing clients in regular CSD resources. 

C. Illustrate criteria apd procedures employed in determining pro
vision of out of home care to individual clients. 

D. Document that in all placements in SOHC, family, education, peers, 
and health of the client were considered items .. 

E. Provide ninty percent of youth served by SOHC Unit with preplanning, 
dispositional team, and after care plan services. Provide data per 
client which compares original after care plan with actual after 
care. 
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------------------------------------~----------------------------.... 

F. Develop and document procedures the SORC Unit employes to com
municate with both regular CSD and Case Management systems. 

G. Document functional roles SORC staff assumed in providing 
services to clients. 

R. Document forms of casework services and collaborative relation
ships which develop between SORC staff, Case Management staff, 
provider staff, on a per' client basis. 

OBJECTIVE 

III. During the project duration, assist provider agencies working with 
SOHC clients to improve their abilities to provide rehabilitative 
and specialized services. 

PRODUCTIVITY INDICATOR 

A. Illustrate type and frequency of technical assistance and training 
provided by SORC Unit to providers. 

B. Provide data outlining methods and materials used by the SORC 
Unit to identify training needs of providers. 

C. Illustrate by case type and amount of field service provided by 
SORC caseworkers. 

D. Document noted modifications and program design innovations by 
provider programs that occur during service period. 

E. Provide, at the end of the project, individual program summaries 
furnished by providers. 

OUTCOME - RESULTS 

A. Reduce the amount of target offenses committed by youth serviced 
by the SORC Unit as compared to available baseline data. 

B. Increase the quantity, quality, and stability of Specialized Out 
of Rome Care Placements. 

C. Improve planning and coordination between CSD, Case Management, 
and other agencies providing out of home services to juvenile 
target offenders. 
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SOHC PROJECT 

DISPOSITIONAL PHASE: 

AN EXPLAINATION 

RATIONALE 

The goal of,the "dispositional phase" is to increase the level 
o~ . coop·)ratlon amot;g ~everal, social service systems who are 
sl~ult~neously asslstlng a slngle client over that level 
w~lch lS no:mal~y attained, in the community \"ithout any such 
ald. Co~rdlnatlon of serVlces has become recognized as a 
pr~blem In r~cent,y~ars with the increased attention being 
palO to the, multl-problem" clients, especially families in 
th7 correct7onal and general social service literature. I Such 
cllents tYPlcally have been responded to by an increasing 
number of agencies which specialize in the resolution or 
treat~ent of specific problems. The results have tended to 
be un~cceptab~e levels of:. duplication of effort among 
agencles; m~klng of inappropriate referrals through a lack 
of program lnformation and eligibility criteria~ and the 
development of conflicts arising from cross purpose planning 
performed by two or more agencies for a single client. . 

J~ve~,ile target offenders are inevitably a part of this 
dllema as is indicated in the Specialized Out of Horne Care 
grant proposal. 

"Many Oregon agencies havin~ responsibility 
for child care often become specialized and 
t~nd ~o operate independently of each oiher, 
of ferlng pt~'C'~ meal approaches to complex 
prob~ems. ThlS frequently results in over
lapPlng, conflict'land omission of services 
to the clients." 

~wo of the three,p:oblem areas.a~dressed by the SOHe granti 
lnvolve the prOVlSlon of rehabllltating services to juvenile 
~arqet c;>ffenders and this essential' in.ter-;a~e.n..cy"' coordination 
In partlcular. (See pages 7 through 9.) The'third area con
~erns the frequency of juvenile arrests for target offenses 
In .Portland. 

In stating the needs of the service area, the grant's authors 
concur with the legislative Committee on Social Services report 
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SOHC PROJECT 
DISPOSITIONAL PHASE 

(1972) : 

Need-To provide coordinated services through identification 
of existing services and improved lines of communication, 
referral, accountability between appropriate parts 
of the corrections process. 

Need-Establish a method for greater and more effective 
inter-agency case management between CSD, Multnomah 
County Juvenile Department, and agencies providing 
child care and services. 

Need-Increase the quantity and quality of residential 
care facilities with treatment resources appropriate 
for the needs of target offenders in Portland 
through planning, l02ating, training, coordinat
ing, and monitoring. 

Meeting the first two needs will be the essence 6f the two 
dispositional functions, namely, "staffing" and "contracting". 
The "dispositional team" will first discuss or define the 
problem and then formally agree on the steps each will take 
to alleviate ot resolve the problem. 

WHO: 

The dispositional team will be composed of at least the SOHC 
Intake and Placement Supervisor, the Case Manager, and the 
SOHC Resource Deve±oper. Other participants may include: a 
regular CSD worker (as opposed to a project staff member) , 
a regular juvenile court worker (as ppposed to a case manager) , 
a public health nurse or other "Out'''''patient agency representative, 
a potential child care provider, a consulting psychologist, 
or the client (offender) and/or his/her parents. The assembly 
of any or all of the above, or others, will be 1.:~le responsibility 
of the SOHC Intake and Placement Supervisor, (the dispositional 
team chairman). The basis of the attendance or nonattendance 
of "optional" participants will be as follows: 

1. Is this person essential for clarification of 
the problem at hand; 

2. Is it essential for this individual or his/her 
agency to coordinate activities with the.dis
positional team in order for the team to pro-
ceed on a sound basis for problem solving planning? 
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SOHC PROJECT 
DISPOSITIONAL PHASE 

The dispositional team process can be made available to Case 
Management children being served by the regular CSD out of 
home care services via a request from either the Case Man~ger 
or CSD caseworker. The requests will be granted within the 
limits of the pro~oct's regular work load at the given time. 

v.7HAT: 

I. "Staffing": 

Initially, the Case Manager will present the client's problem 
necessitating out of home care to the dispositional team. 
Included in his presentation will be material required by the 
SOHC unit (see SOHC "intake packet") as well as other material 
he/she deems relevant. Other participants will then have an 
opportunity to present information in addition-Ito (lending 
clarification) or in opposition ~o (lending balance) the Case 
Management prospective. The focus of the discussion will be 
directed at clarifying the client's needs, especially as they 
relate to out of home care. For example, the focal issues 
may include: A. Why is out of home care needed? 

B. What services need to be provided this 
child while he is in out of home care? 

C. Mlat services does the child's family 
also require while the child is out of 
the home? 

D. What services will most likely be required 
by the child (and possibly his family) dur
ing "after care"? 

Once the child has been placed, subsequent meetings will be 
held to address the ac~ual progress in the case plan, needed 
chanqes in the case plan, "after care" issues and so on. Though 
!lafter care" issues will be considered throughout, a complete 
"after care" plan will be developed by the dispositional team 
prior to the child's leaving out of home care. 

II. "Contracting": 

Assuming out of home care through SOHC is appropriate, the 
dispositional team will begin "contracting". Contracting 
here 'viII mean: committing ones self professionally and/or 
his respective agency to performing some specific service 
tasks, e.g. to provide parent effectiveness training to 
parents prior to the child's return home, to monitor the child'S 
use of medication, to provide three months tutoring in mathe
matics, to provide problem solving casework to alleviate some 
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sone PROJECT 
DISPOSITIONAL PHASE 

specified emotional distress, and so on. 

These formalized agreements will be the basis of de~i~inq 
areas of responsibility and activity among the,part~c~pants 
while the child is 1n out of home care and dur~ng the after 
care period. For this reason, they require specificity, , 
group consensus, flexibility (e.g. allowi~g for different~~l, 
participation and renegotiation), and rec~procal accountab~l~ty. 

These committments are professional agreements and therefore 
are not legally binding, however, the participants should be 
made aware· that "servl:ce task completions" are part of the 
project evaluation scheme. Moreover, the "dispositional team 
plans" containing these agreements will be presented to the 
Juvenile Court at the point "temporary committment" is award
ed to the Children's Sli:!rvices Division for "planning, place
men t, and supervision". 

WHEN: 

The dispositional team will be used for ninty percent of the 
cases entering out of home care through the SOHC Project. 
The dispositional team will convene for the first time 
after the Case Manager's completed Intake Packet has been 
received by the SOHC unit, but prior to Case ~anagement~s , 
request for a juvenile court hearing transfer~ng the ch~ld ~ 
wardship to CSD for out of home care placement. The team w~ll 
be reconvened approximately every three months to review the 
progress of the case plan and prior to "after care" allowing 
sufficient time to plan adequately for that phase. More fre
quent meetings may be held under special circumstances or as 
scheduled in the previous dispositional team agreement. 

WHERE : 

Generally, most dispositional team meetings will be held at 
the SOHC office which is located at 34 NE Killingsworth (tele
phone 280-6911). Meetings held elsewhere will be done so by 
special arrangement. 

HOW: 

Responsibility for the dispositional team will belong to the 
SOHC Intake and Placement Supervisor. These responsibilities 
will include: Scheduling of meetings, determining if any 
"optional" participants should be included, noti~ying all, 
participants of the meeting time and place, lead~ng/focus~ng 
the discussions, recording the dispositional team agreements, 
and the subsequent use of these agreements during the juvenile 
court hearings and program evaluation, etc. 
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SOBe PROJECT 
DISPOSITIONAL PHASE 

MONITORING - EVALUATION: 

The type of out of home care provided by the SOHC unit is 
primarily short term treatment (six to nine months). It is ~ 
assumed that most children entering this type of care will 
manifest one or more behaviors which make their continued 
stay in their own homes or placement in currently available 
"substitute" care resources impossible. Case Managers will 
he required to describe such behaviors in some detail, in
cluding their rate of manifestation ove: a reasonable period 
of time. This description and rate will provide a focal 
point and "baseline" against which the "planned :tor" proqress 
will be measured. Indicators of success may include a de
crease in the "problem behavior (s)" as well as an increase 
in desirable behaviors. 

The agreements made among the participants will similarly 
include a "service rate" if the service is multi-step in nature. 
For example, some typesiof counseling or training require 
several contracts as opposed to the purchasing of a single 
i tern for a child which may ·require only one step. The actual 
rate of "service task completion" will then be measured against 
the "planned for" .rate. 
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" 1 '. 
SOHC Grant P~oposal (Original), page 8. 

2 . 
Comm1ttee on Social Services, Report to Leqislative Interum 

57 Legis1ativ~ Assembly, State of Oregon, November 1972, Pages 
26 - 32. As 1n: SOHC Grant Proposal (Original), page 9. 
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S0HC InTAXr }\:1!) REFERRAL PROCEDURES 

Selection Criteria 

."7\. Inclusion 
1 .~ t 1 f ::I f C?,~ t (. d' ,:J' t..:l ,.us De re arren rOM ase .anaqeP'len 1.9. a Jl~,.l("a GI' 

for a target offense) • 

2. 10 - 17 years old. 

4. Generally, an IQ of at least 70. 

5. P""ttern of not res?onding to other forns of interventirm. 

6. ~ot physiologically dru~-dependent. 

Il1.1iviiJUr3l consir'!(~ri'l.tion on a case by case basis, ,..,ill he C'iv~n 
thG .collm·;inrr J:inc's 0-: chii1ren Clepenoinq upon aVRilability of 
appropriate resources: 

1. Hassively disturbed requiring long term psychiatric 
treatrKmt. 

2. Serious physical dis?hilities which woul~ prohibit 
norFal ~obility within the care settinq, s~hool or 
c0T1J'11mi t~p • 

3 . '~t;ntal retardation. 

'l'herc arc four basic formats envisioned for r:ase !lC'naqe~.e.nt 
referrRIs for out or horte care (please refer to flm.,., chart) : 

1. Circl.lP'lstance: Case already open \vi til CSD and CSD worker' 
<md Case T1anaqer agree that --an existinq 
and availR.blc·substitute care resource'is neenec 
and a placewcnt plan has been set-up. 

I"rocec1ures: "Business as usual! I' SOHC would not O'et in
vol ved. (I~ote: for I:trClcking purposes!!, Case 
!Tanagers are being asked to notify sonc by
phone or memo of such placamen ts .) 

2. CircuP1stance~ Same as above, but are unable to locate care 
resources, e.g. lengthy waiting list, etc. 

Procedures: Case :1anal1'er \oli th the CSD TNorker' s kn01.vledqe, 
way contact sorrc Intake supervisor. 

If the referral to SrnIC appears appropriate 
and feasible, Case Manaoer would then be asked 
to complete an SOlIC In t~ke Packet. Havinq 
recei ved thi s, a dispositional tefl,lTl would
convene to cevelo~ a case plan and arrangeMents 
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SOHC I;~TAKr. !\.!!D PEFBRT(i\L PROCEDURES 

3. Circumstance: 

ProcecJures: 

for placement with the a;?propriate ?rovider 
\'.'Quld proceed. 

:Jote: If SOHC makes the placement, it acce;>ts 
the youth's case. A shared (split) case can 
be set-un if the on-qoinq worker has h?d ex
tensi ve ;ontact ttli th· the' faI"'ily and T·,fshes to 
remain involved or if it looks like other 
siblings will neea service in the future. 

(a variation of this circumstance is wilen a 
child is currently but inappropriatel~ )laced 
ann both the CSD worker and Case 'TRnClrrer 
\',TF:l.nt an sone nlacement resource. In t'rtis 
instance, the ~ Case T~anaqer I in concert \V'i t~ 
the CSD \'1Orker, J"1ay ir refer back \I tr:> SOI;C to 
ap.ternine if a new resource is avallnble. 

Case not currently open wi b'1 CSD a.nc1 Case ~!(I.n()qer 
wants to refer youth to a specific current 
resource (e.g. St. !~ary's, Farm Jlowe, Yont~ 
for Christ, etc.) 

Case ~~anager contacts sonc Intake ancJ I'lclC8-
Ment SUI!ervisor. He completes ti1e tIee(1s 
~ssessnent (Intake Form) and furnishes ot~er 
!'1aterials necessary to assess the chilcl's 
needs an~ type of provider needecl. 

Kote: If the youth looks ina~propriate 
for a specialized resource or if ti1e Case 
. lanaO'er is reauesting em e::dstinq res()uJ:'<?p. I 

SOEC Intake Supervisor calls ;:ne apr:?~)r:-ate 
cs~ liason worker to assess t~e ~eaSlnlllty 
of referral to the liason unit, eiscuss lenqt~ 
of waitin0 list, etc. 

On new c?ses, the SOFC can ch:;tnncl referri'lls 
2~nroved by t~e liflson worker for Ataffinn, 
cll~ectly (vs. reauirinl1' the ~Rsc.~an~qer to 
(':ontact a. oistrict C'S:1 intake unl t wnQ \'1011lcl, in 
turn, ~ake the referral to the liason unit.) 
It is at liason unit staffings that t~e 
choice(s) of youth c?re facility is ~~~e: ~~~ 
r::ase~'iana(T=r !'lay l)(;~ invite(' to att~ncl. crlV"3 JUS 

recoP1nen~~tionR, etc. 
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R(W!C rnTAICI: F.i~D PJ:PI:RP.AL PROCEDUP.I!S 

~ r::ircurstance· Case not Active , . .;i t!1 csn and Case "~annC'e":" 
is requestinq a specialized out of home 
care resource through SORC. 

?rocc<.lures: r. Case ~·!anaqer P1akes referral throua!l 
sonc Inta~e ?nd PlaceMent Supervisor. 

2 • 

--Case Hanager completes the Needs 
A~sessJ'l1ent fOrM and provines SOEC \.1i t:1 
schpol/e~ucational needs inforM~tion and 
a medical-dental review. 

--Case Hanager identifies the after care 
plan. (return hOIPe, long term foster 
care, etc.) He sees as realistic follo~"i!1<:f 
specialized out of horne care placement. 

SOHC Int?ke sunervisor convenes a dis'.Jositiol1ul 
team to dev'elop the case plan, deterT"lin'1 
type 6f provider needed, engage profession-
als in contractinq for the services the" 
will be responsibie for \I.-hile the youth' 
is in placeMent, and outline e1e type of 
a fter care to be planned tmvard. 

3. SOHC, having accepted the case, woulc'l 
have a staff person attending the court 
hearing a.t ,.,hich ti!"1e temporary COIPJl1i t!"l911t 
""ould be trans fered to eRr:>. 

4. Youth placed, SOlIC monitors placement. 
Disposi tional team meetings ,.,ould be 
scheduled as needed. 

Note: Since SOliC has neither the staff nor 
mandate to service siblinqs of a child placed 
by SOBC who May require CSD services, the ap
propriate CSC district intake unit would be re
sponsible (split case). 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF SOHC FORM 2.0 FOR 
---~ -

DISPOSITIONAL ASSESSMENT AND CASE PLAN DEVELOPMENT - - - -..-;;.;--.;..;;.;;;.;;.;;.. 

Introduction 

After three months of discussion and work and three different drafts, the 

Dispositional Assessroont Form (SOHC Form 2.0) can now be introduced for use in 

the Specialized Out-of Home Care Project. This form has two vital functions in 

this project. First, it is an important tool for use in the dispositional phase 

and in treatment itself. It is an important spring board for clarifying client 

problems and needs; for selecting interventive strategies and tactics; for acting 

out treatment roles and providing services (and resources), and for getting feed

back and attaining professional growth in the treatment process. In a word, it 

is intended to help the case manager, the provider, and other dispositional team 

members to do their jobs in such a way as to insure or help to insure that project 

activities lead to the achievement of stated objectives in terms of assisting 

C.M:;S clients in need of truly "specialized" out-of-home care. .!!..!! especially 

useful ~ ~ sense .!:h!!:. ~ ~ help keep ~ responsible !!!:. l~eatment ~ 
systematically of ~ clients needs ~ problems !!22 systematica;J.1l aware ~ 

~ they; ~ doing !!! treatment. Conscientious use of this fom dt.U"ing the 

dispositional phase of this project coupled with an honest and creative attempt 

to deal with a client problems which are most directly related to his delinquent 

behaviors hopefully can lead to the desired behavioral and attitUdinal impacts on 

the client. At the least this form is a vehicle for effective case p1ann.1.ng. 

Second, information and data gathered from these forms will be use.tU1 in 

allowing Dr. Heuser of the Oregon Lali Enforcement Evaluation Unit to more 

thoroughly evaluate the overall impact of this project in providing out-of-

hOlOO care more effectively and in reducing the inoidence of both target and non

target offenses among clients referred to the project. 

While no data form has magical qualities for doing wihat it is supposed to 

do, this ferm incorporates a recording system for defining a needs profile and 
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a service profile for each client which is amenable to the criteria of (1) ease 

in use, (2) consistency in language and definition of terms, and (3) adaptability 

to both intervention and eValuative research. The needs profile section of the 

form contains a listing of problems (delineated within distinot theoretical ration

ales of causality) which the dispositional staff agrees applies to the client and 

his delinquent/problematic behavior patterns. The service profile section con-

tains a listing of the interventive techniques and methodologies the treatment 

staff on the dispositional team agree to employ in dealing with those observed 

problems which are judged amenable to intervention and (directly or indirectly) ... 
related to the client's delinquent/problematic behavior patternso 

Form 2.0 is divided into two sections. Section 2.01 cantains information 

on the client and case staffing along w.i. th sections far providing narrative 

statements of case plan goals, treatments, treatment role definitions, performance 

expectations (measurement of results), and any statements of speoial problema 

and concerns pertaining to a special. client and case plan. 

Section 2.02 contains codes for defining client needs (both behavioral and 

non-behavioral needs/problems) and for defining particular techniques and methodo

logies for informally and formally treating a client. Both the needs and service 

profile sections contain listingC\ f;;)f such periperal. problems as mental. health, 

dental health" physical health problems/needs, many of whioh are related to the 

client's current behavioral problems. In many cases" for exanple, one must deal 

with physical problems long before one can attack the basio behavioral problems. 

'Ihis is espeoially true of' clients with severe hearing" visual" and motor response 

problems. 

Mechanics of' Filling Out and ProcessiI$ These Forms 

Responsibility for filling out and dissemenating oopies or these forms lies 

with the SOHC Dispositional Team leader (Rory or Fred). The earliest this form 

will be u3ed is 30 days into placement (or at least one month after a olient has 
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been placed with a provider). The forms will be updated with :new listings of 

problans/needs and servio'9s/interventive techn1ques/nethods, as well as, case 

plan changes at each subst3quent dispositional meeting (a'bmlt- onoe eaoh )0 days). 

For clients now in placement, the forms will be used at the next scheduled dis-

positional meeting (any scheduled after March 14th). 

Note -
Anyone familiar with innovative intervention approaches in delinquency pre-

vention will recognize that the recording system provided in these forms is to 

sorne extent merelY an adapt ion and modification of the recording system developed 

by the Seattle Atlantic street Center during the 196O's.1 The rationale for using 

this system and modifying it for the SORC project and its eValu.ation rests on two 

basic assumptions: (1) While this form does not permit us to look at degree of 

expoaure to treatment services, it deea permit us to exanrine the exposure to type 

of service by type of problem. This is important if we are to detennine what 

type's of services are effective in dealing with what types of probl~s. (2) Our 

purposes for this form were identical to those for the ABC recording 8,Ystem. The 

ABe ·stated these purposes as follow81 

1. (The recording system)V ••• attempts to avoid the recording inadequaa,y of 
previous projects, i.e., the inability to state clearly the 6Oc:181 worker's 
interventive techniques and to spaculate as to their effect upon the client 
popula tion; 

2q " ••• to establish a uniformity of language for diagnostic purposes and for 
interventive techniques) 

). " ••• to keep the worker aware syatOOlatioally of what he is doing! 
4. " ••• to indicate 'Which techniques or combinations of techniques are effective 

or ineffective with specific diagnostiC problems; 
5. " ••• to provide readily available data. from which the worker can eval'Oate 

his intervention and initiate change in his interventive efforts} 
6. " .•• to provide a source of data for research analysis of worker intervention, 
7. " ••• to act as a. device for defining the specific I1Bthod of each worker; 
8. "0 •• to give an indication of the types of problems encountered in warking 

wi th this type of populatiODon2 

_ lSeattle Atlantic Street Center ~COrding ~, 1964. 
2Ef'f'eciiveness of Socra! Work wit A Ot§i-OUtYOutha Seventh Year Progress RePQrt, 
gaPi. 196'8 - August 1969-::- - - -
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